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We improve a result of D. Knuth about the convergence of approximations of a
continued fraction.  1998 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Recently several authors have been interested by the convergence of dis-
tribution functions for various quantities related to the continued fraction
expansion and more precisely by an analogue of the GaussKuzmin
problem. In probabilistic terms, let x be a randomly choosen point in
[0, 1]. We denote by x=[0; a1 , a2 , ...] its continued fraction expansion
and as usual by pnqn=[0; a1 , ..., an] the n th convergent. Let (xn)n1 be
a sequence of random variables and related (in some sense) to the con-
tinued fraction expansion of x. We ask if there exist positive constants C,
r with 0<r<1 and a distribution function h such that
sup
z # R
|P(xnz)&h(z)|Crn, (1)
for all n1. The first and the most celebrated result in this direction is the
GaussKuzmin problem (which has a long history since the letter of Gauss
to Laplace in 1812) where xn is taken to be T nx where T : [0, 1]  [0, 1]
is the Gauss transtormation of continued fractions defined by Tx=(1x)
(mod 1). In this case, we know now that (1) holds with h(z)=(log 2)&1
log(1+z), for 0z1, and the best value for r is :&0.303663 with six
exact digits.
This value has been determined for the first time by Wirsing [18] after
several improvements by Kuzmin [13], Le vy [14], and Szu sz [17]. The
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most definitive form of the GaussKuzmin problem is given in Babenko
[1]. In this paper we will refer to : as the GaussKuzmin constant.
Mathematically : can be defined as &*2 where *2 is the subdominant
eigenvalue of the operator P defined by
P( f )(z)= :

n=1
1
(z+n)2
f \ 1z+n+ ,
in a suitable space of holomorphic functions [15], [16]. This operator lies
at the heart of Babenko’s arguments. Note that P is a special case of the
generalized transfert operators considered by Mayer [16]. These operators
play an important role in numerous problems related to continued frac-
tions as well as in the study of some others algorithms, see for example
[4], [710].
For problem (1), the case of xn=%n , where %n is defined by
}x& pnqn }=
%n
q2n
has been considered by Knuth [12]. Note that 0<%n<1 by the well known
inequality |x&( pn qn)|<q&2n . The quantities %n are natural to study since
they give a measurement of the quality of the approximation of x by the
convergents pnqn .
Let ln be the probability density function of %n . Knuth shows that
ln(t)=l(t)+O(gn) (where the big O is uniform for t # [0, 1]) with
g= 12 (- 5&1)&0.61 and
l(t)={
1
log 2
1
log 2 \
1
t
&1+
0t
1
2
,
1
2
t1.
Note that the result of Knuth implies (1) with r=g and a computation
shows that h is the distribution function
h(z)={
z
log 2
1
log 2
(&z+log(2z)+1)
0z
1
2
1
2
z1.
(2)
In this paper we improve the result of Knuth. More precisely we prove the
following results about the distribution and density functions of the %n .
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Theorem 1. (i) For all n1, sup0z1 |P(%nz)&h(z)|C:n where
C>0 is a constant.
(ii) For all n1, sup0t1 |ln(t)&l(t)|362n.
From the point (i) of Theorem 1, we show that for xn=%n assertion (1)
holds with the GaussKuzmin constant r=: which is a surprising result at
first sight. At this time (see the remarks below) it appears to be the only
example (except for T nx) where the constant r can be taken equal to :.
From (ii) we deduce that for n12, the distribution of %n can be well
approximated by the distribution with density l.
The Sections 1, 2 will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.
Remarks. (1) The most general result about (1) is contained in a
recent paper of Kraaikamp and Dajany [3]. In fact if for all n1,
xn= f (T nx, qn&1 qn) for some ‘‘good’’ function f defined in the unit square
[0, 1]2 (for the precise hypothesis see [3]) then (1) holds with r=g. Note
that, as we show for xn=T nx (see also below the case of xn=qn&1 qn), g
is not always in general the best constant.
(2) Before [3], another example of xn (except for T nx) had been
already investigated by some authors. The case of xn=qn&1 qn=
[0; an , ..., a1] appears in Le vy [14] which shows that (1) holds which
h(z)=(1log 2) log(1+z) and r<0.7. His result has been improved more
recently by Durner [5] which has shown that the best possible value for
r is g2= 12 (3&- 5)&0.3819>:.
It is remarked that Knuth’s result (more precisely the corollary of
Knuth’s result about distribution functions) is in fact contained in [3]
since one can prove the formula [2]
%n=
T nx
T nx
qn&1
qn
+1
,
which shows that %n= f (T nx, qn&1qn) with f (u, v)=u(uv+1). Note that
in general if xn= f (T nx , qn&1 qn) with f Holder, then a central limit
theorem holds for (xn) [6].
1. PRELIMINARIES
Denote by L[0, 1] and VB[0, 1] the set of real valued functions defined
on [0, 1] which are respectively Lipschitz and with a bounded variation.
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For f # L[0, 1], we set & f & :=& f &+| f |, where & f & denotes as usual
the supremum norm of f on [0, 1] and
| f |=sup
x{ y }
f ( y)& f (x)
y&x } .
For f # VB[0, 1], we set & f & :=& f &+| f | v , where | f | v is the total varia-
tion of f. With the norms above, L[0, 1] and VB[0, 1] are Banach spaces.
Let
P( f )(x)= :

n=1
1
(x+n)2
f \ 1x+n+ (0x1).
It turns out that P is an operator of L[0, 1] and VB[0, 1]. Write
Pn=P +Rn with
P( f )=|
1
0
f (t) dt . f0 ,
where f0(x)=(log 2)&1 (1+x)&1. From [11] (p. 902 and p. 911912), we
have the following proposition about spectral properties of P.
Proposition 1. (i) In the space L[0, 1] we have &Rn&=O(:n).
(ii) In the space VB[0, 1] we have &Rn&182n.
Remarks. Note that Iosifescu considers in fact the operator
U( f )(x)= :

n=1
x+1
(x+n)(x+n+1)
f \ 1x+n+
instead of P. If we write U n=U +Sn with
U ( f )=|
1
0
f (t) d+(t) .1,
where + is the Gauss measure on [0, 1] (defined by the density (log 2)&1
(1+x)&1), then Iosifescu proves (i) &Sn&=O(:n) and (ii) &Sn&42n. But
the two operators P and U are easily seen to be conjugate. If {( f )(x)=
f (x)(x+1), then P b {={ b U and then we can deduce the assertion (i) and
(ii) stated in Proposition 1.
Note that in his paper, Wirsing does not work directly with operators P, U
but instead with the operator V (defined in the space of continuous functions
on [0, 1] with the supremum norm) related to U by (Uf )$=&V( f $) for
f # C 1[0, 1]. It turns out that V is a positive operator which is fundamental
in the proof of Wirsing.
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From the definition of P, a computation shows that the iterates of P are
given by
Pn( f )(x)= :
:1 , ..., :n
1
(qn&1x+qn)2
f \ pn&1 x+pnqn&1 x+qn+ ,
where the :i are integers 1 and pn=pn(:1 , ..., :n), qn=qn(:1 , ..., :n) } } } .
In particular we have
Pn( f )(0)= :
:1 , ..., :n
1
q2n
f \pnqn+ .
Using the well known formula
qn&1
qn
=[0; :n , ..., :1],
we see, by interverting the order of the summation that we have also
Pn( f )(0)= :
:1 , ..., :n
1
q2n
f \qn&1qn + . (3)
This equality will be used in the proof of the theorem.
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We start with the formula
P(%nz)= :
:1 , ..., :n
P(%nz | a1=:1 , ..., an=:n)
_P(a1=:1 , ..., an=:n).
Now we compute the conditional probability. It is well-known that the set
of numbers which have a continued fraction expansion which begins with
:1 , ..., :n is the interval
{_
pn
qn
,
pn+ pn&1
qn+qn+1&
_pn+ pn&1qn+qn&1 ,
pn
qn&
if n is even,
if n is odd.
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From pn&1qn&pnqn&1=(&1)n this interval has length 1qn(qn+qn&1).
From the definition of %n , we have %nz when |x&( pnqn)|zq2n , there-
fore the conditional probability P(%nz | a1=:1 , ..., an=:n) is given by
{
1
z
q2n
qn(qn+qn&1)
if
z
q2n
>
1
qn(qn+qn&1)
,
if
z
q2n

1
qn(qn+qn&1)
.
Thus we deduce the following formula
P(%nz | a1=:1 , ..., an=:n)= f \ zq2n qn(qn+qn&1)+ ,
= f (z(1+qn&1 qn)),
where f is the function defined by f ( y)=min(1, y). Therefore
P(%nz)= :
:1 , ..., :n
f (z(1+qn&1 qn))
qn(qn+qn&1)
. (4)
For the assertion (ii) of Theorem 1, we consider like Knuth the expan-
sion of ln in terms of the continuants qn . More precisely, we derive from (4)
the equality
ln(t)= :
:1 , ..., :n
1
q2n
h \t \1+qn&1qn ++ (0t1),
where h is the indicator function of the interval [0, 1]. We can re-write the
above expansion as
ln(t)= :
:1 , ..., :n
1
q2n
ht \qn&1qn + , (5)
where ht(u)=h(t(1+u)) for u # [0, 1]. Note that ht is always in VB[0, 1]
but not in L[0, 1] for every 12<t<1. From (3) and (5) we deduce
ln(t)=Pnht(0).
From Proposition 1(ii) we get the inequality
sup
0t1 } ln(t)&
1
log 2 |
1
0
ht(u) du }362n ,
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since the norm of ht in VB[0, 1] is less than 2 for all t # [0, 1]. A computa-
tion shows that (log 2)&1 10 ht(u) du=l(t) and this prove the part (ii) of
Theorem 1.
Similarly, we see from (4) that
P(%nz)=PnFz(0),
where for all z # [0, 1]
Fz(x)=
f (z(1+x))
1+x
.
We see that Fz is in L[0, 1] with z+1 as a Lipschitz contant. Therefore
we have for the norm of Fz , &Fz&z+23. It follows from (3) and
Proposition 1(i) that we have the inequality
sup
0z1 }P(%nz)&
1
log 2 |
1
0
Fz(t) dt }C:n,
for some constant C>0. A computation shows that
1
log 2 |
1
0
Fz(t) dt=h(z),
where h is defined in (2). This proves the part (i) and completes the Proof
of Theorem 1.
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